[Analysis of Distribution Characteristics and Source of Dissolved Organic Matter from Zhoucun Reservoir in Summer Based on Fluorescence Spectroscopy and PARAFAC].
The fluorescent components were examined using excitation emission matrix fluorescence spectroscopy-parallel factor analysis technique for samples collected in August, 2015 from Zhouncun Reservoir. Principal component analysis was used to study the main factors and their relative contributions to DOM. Three fluorescent components were identified by PARAFAC, including fulvic-like component(C1:260,350/420 nm), protein-like(C2:280/360 nm) and humic-like (C3:270,390/530 nm) which showed the same source. The even spatial distribution of each component, higher total fluorescence intensity in storage port, high fluorescence index, high biological index, low humification index and the freshness index which was close to one showed that the DOM had a strong autochthonous contribution. The results of PCA showed that the autochthonous contribution reached 70.86%, and those three components of Zhoucun Reservoir could be connected with aph(440) by nonlinear multiple regression which means we can use the three-dimensional fluorescence spectrum results of DOM to control the pollution sources and indicate the eutrophication degree of Zhoucun Reservoir.